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What Science Is and Is Not

• Science is both an organized and methodical way of studying the 
natural world and the knowledge gained from such studies.

• Science is a systemic process for learning about the world ad 
testing our understanding of it.

• Science also refers to the knowledge gained as a result of this 
process.

• Science is both a process of learning about the natural world and 
a summary of what we have already learned.

• Science helps us develop solutions to problems!



Science and the Natural World

• Scientists work within the natural world.

• This includes everything from the smallest atom to the largest 
galaxy.

• The natural world also includes the forces and energies that 
operate on and within our environment, such as gravity and 
radiation from the sun.

• Science assumes that the natural world follows set rules.

• The goal of science is to discover how these rules work.



Science and Evidence

• Scientists examine the natural world by collecting evidence.

• They rely on their senses and test results for evidence.

• Ideas that cannot be tested cannot be evaluated by science.
• Ex: Science cannot tell us which flower is prettiest.

• However, science can tell us the percentage of people who prefer certain 
flowers or how photosynthesis in the flower’s leaves works.



Science, Skepticism, and Change

• Nothing in science can be absolutely proven no matter how much 
evidence is collected.

• Instead, ideas can only be repeatedly supported by scientific 
testing.

• Effective scientists are skeptical, they do not simply accept        
what they hear from others.

• Instead, they actively seek evidence and are open to results      
that change a previously accepted idea.

• Scientists are critical thinkers!



The Process of Science

• The process of science involves making observations,                      
asking questions, developing hypotheses, making                       
and testing predictions, and analyzing and                           
interpreting results – often many times and in                        
many changing orders.

• Scientists use reasoning and common sense to                          
solve problems.

• Science is not linear, it involves many activities                        
that loop back on themselves.



Exploration and Discovery

• Early stages of an investigation involve making quantitative and 
qualitative observations.

• Observations can be made with our eyes or                                 
require scientific instruments.

• Scientists are curious! They ask questions                               
about things they observe.

• Scientists then explore answers to those                              
questions, share information, and begin                                      
an investigation.



Testing Scientific Ideas

• A hypothesis is a testable idea that attempts to                        
explain a phenomenon of answer a scientific question.             
Scientists often explore many hypotheses at the same                
time.

• Scientists use hypotheses to generate predictions.

• Scientists often use models to generate predictions
when direct observation is not possible.



Gathering Data

• Scientists test predictions by gathering evidence.

• If evidence matches their predictions, the hypothesis is supported, 
and if the evidence doesn’t match their predictions, the 
hypothesis is contradicted.

• There are many ways to test predictions                                       
and gather data.



Gathering Data: Experiments

• An experiment is an activity designed to test the validity of a 
prediction or a hypothesis.

• It involves manipulating variables, or                                 
conditions that can change.
• Independent Variable: the variable the                                            

scientists manipulates or is testing.

• Dependent Variable: the variable that                                                                                      
responds and gives the scientist data.                                                                      

• Controlled Variable: stays the same!



Gathering Data: Observational Studies

• In an observational study, scientists look for evidence in the 
natural world that would help confirm or contradict the 
predictions generated from hypotheses.

• Observational studies often rely on relationships                            
among variables.



Gathering Data: Controlled Variables and 
Repetition 

• When studying cause-and-effect relationships, scientists are 
careful to manage variables in their tests.

• They try to keep all variables constant (the same) except for the 
one they are testing (the independent variable).

• Controlled variables are kept constant in an experiment.

• Controlled studies, in which all variables are controlled except 
one, allow scientists to be more confident in differences observed 
were caused by the factor they are investigating.



Gathering Data: Interpreting Data

• Scientists collect and record data, or information, from their 
studies.

• Quantitative data is especially useful to scientists because 
numbers are easy to compare.

• Remember: Science can never prove or disprove an idea! Science 
will always revise its ideas if warranted by new evidence!


